A COMPARISON OF QUAKER’S WOOD REPLACEMENT WINDOWS

**Main Frame**

Classic Fit has a pocket board on the main frame. The pocket board is found on both jambs and the header, but not on the sill.

Historic Fit has no pocket board around the main frame.

**Viewing Area**

There is less viewing area on the Classic Fit. This is because the pocket boards add 1” to the window width and 1/2” to the window height. This additional space taken up by the main frame means a smaller daylight opening.

Without a pocket board, there is less main frame and more glass space thus the daylight opening on the Historic Fit is larger.

**Historical Usage**

The Classic Fit lacks the necessary structural designs to be used in historical replication projects.

The Historic Fit **IS NOT** an historically-approved product by the National Park Service. However, the Historic Fit’s design has allowed it to be used in several historical replication projects, satisfying local requirements for historical correctness.

**Energy Efficiency**

Energy Efficiency ratings (U-Value, Solar Heat Gain, Wind Infiltration) for both products are exactly the same.

Both products can achieve Energy Star performance in all climate zones using the proper glass package.

**Options**

Options for both Classic Fit and Historic Fit series are the same. They include: 33 “quick-pick” exterior colors, pre-finished white or black interior, special glass packages for enhanced energy efficiency, privacy (obscure) glass, tempered (safety) glass, half screen, brickmold, lift assist hardware and more.
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